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Abstract 

Uncertainty is present in economic decisions as well as motor performance. In a speeded pointing 

task, based on a paradigm by Trommershauser, Maloney, and Landy (2003), that encompasses both 

spheres, we investigated motor performance in the presence of Ebbinghaus illusion. Franz et al 

(2000) reported systematic effects of the Ebbinghaus illusion on grasping movements, contradicting 

earlier results (Aglioti, et al, 1995) and casting doubt on a strict dissociation between action and 

perception (Goodale and Milner, 1992). Our aim was to establish whether the illusion affects motor 

performance and whether cue-integration in the presence of a visual bias is optimal. We 

hypothesised that big, small, and no flanker circles, surrounding the target (+100 points) and penalty 

(0, -100 and -500 points), will affect how these are perceived and, in turn, affect pointing 

movements. Results from 10 observers indicate a significant effect of penalty on pointing and of 

visual bias on pointing.  Results from a size adjustment task indicate the effect of the illusion 

employed was strong. We modelled subejct RD’s performance with MEGaMOVE (Trommershäuser 

et al. 2003) and performance was optimal in the presence of a visual bias. In conclusion, we found 

evidence that the Ebbinghaus illusion can bias optimal motor decisions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Introduction 

All movements initiated and controlled by any physical system, including biological systems, will 

always be subject to degrees of motor uncertainty (Hudson, Maloney, & Landy ,2008). Optimal 

motor performance depends on the ability to carry out movements, while accounting for all 

uncertainties. The uncertainty derives from our sensory systems being affected by noise, both at the 

input stage, perceptual biases, and at the output stage, associated with muscle control. It is also 

important to notice that many, if not all, movements performed are to an extent goal-driven. How 

humans form probabilistic representations is essential to the understanding of decision making 

under risk. The combination of event probabilities and associated gains is called a lottery in the 

decision-making literature (Trommershäuser, Landy, & Maloney, 2006), and carries with it a specific 

expected gain. Specifically, Bayesian decision theory postulates that our beliefs can be combined 

with our objectives to make  optimal decisions under uncertainty (Körding & Wolpert, 2006). The 

Bayesian framework allows behavioural tasks to be translated into the language of statistical 

decision theory, enabling a comparison between performance in motor tasks and that in 

decision-making under risk (Trommershäuser, Maloney, & Landy, 2008). Within the 

framework, an ideal observer, or Bayesian ideal observer, can be created (see equation 1in Maloney 

& Mamassian, 2009). This is essentially a person’s ideal counterpart that maximizes all outcomes, 

while maintaining their statistical features, such as standard deviation and means, within motor 

tasks.  

The notion that movement and economic-decision making can be combined into an operative 

framework, has led to a number of paradigms that aim to model how gains and motor uncertainty 

are represented. Gains represent the economic values, and relate equally to earnings and losses. In 

tasks where the aim is to maximize the probability of hitting a target, while minimizing the 

probability of hitting any other objects, all variability must be accurately weighted (Trommershäuser, 

Maloney, & Landy (2003a).  

 

Figure 1 Motor noise presented in rapid pointing movement, causing uncertainty in outcome. The green circumference 
indicates the favourable landing area (eg. pressing a switch), the cross represents the exact desired landing-point, the red 

circumference a negative outcome (e.g. knocking over a delicate object) and the grey area encompasses all possible 
landing-points. Observers must estimate their own motor ability and weight-up how important the negative outcome is to 

them. 



 

A particularly fruitful paradigm was created by Trommershäuser et al. (2003-a). The authors devised 

a pointing task to investigate whether participants chose movements that maximize gains, in the 

presence of tight time constraint. Subjects were required to perform rapid pointing movements at a 

touchscreen, within a fixed time-frame. The aim was to hit a target circle that was presented next to 

a penalty circle. Feedback was given on a trial to trial basis, so subjects would constantly refine their 

motor strategies in order to achieve the highest gain. While hitting the target would result in subject 

earning 100 points throughout the entire study, the penalty values were systematically increased. 

Slow movements, that were not executed in the time window, were heavily penalized. The 

coordinates of all the touches on the screen were analyzed and performance was compared to that 

of an ideal observer. The authors devised a model of human optimal performance (MEGaMOVE) 

specific to the task at hand, with which to benchmark actual performance.  Performance optimality 

was calculated mathematically, by estimating a spatial area that equates to the probability of the 

most points being earned.  The results showed that subjects’ performance was in line with the 

predictions of the model, as an optimal shift along the x-axis could be observed in relation to the 

increasing penalty values. Visuo-motor strategies that came close to maximizing expected gain were 

displayed.  A number of interesting inferences were made from observing performance in the task. 

As subjects reached high levels of accuracy in the task, their performance was not seen to change 

when the gains were changed. Bayesian transfer relates to relatively stable representations of task 

lotteries, occurring after numerous trials (Maloney & Mamassian, 2009) allowing expertise to be 

passed onto another similar task, by the tweaking of the gains. Therefore, if a subject becomes a 

“motor expert” in a given motor task that has associated goals, then a change of goals is not 

expected to modify performance. In the Trommershäuser et al. (2003 a) study transfer was believed 

to be displayed. The results indicated that subjects adapted their decision-making strategies as they 

gained experience concerning their own motor variability.  

Testing movement performance in economic decision-making settings, rather than purely physical 

ones, offers an array of additional features. In tasks, where objects and other extrinsic elements 

constrain the range of movement , optimization is achieved by a single deterministic trajectory that 

optimizes the trade-off between the goal and the biomechanical costs. The optimization is therefore 

achieved by excluding all trajectories that collide with the objects (Trommershäuser, Maloney, & 

Landy, 2003b) in the settings just described. The specified models of behaviour refrain from 

estimating the consequences of the subject’s own motor uncertainty, neither do they account for 

trade-offs among extrinsic costs, associated with the task demands. Substituting physical objects, 

that are to be avoided, with financial gains of differing value, allows there to be a potentially infinite 



number of trajectories to choose from, dictated by the combination of subjective risk-taking in 

relation to motor ability (Trommershäuser et al., 2003b). Within this framework, performance is 

considered optimal on the basis of its probability of maximizing earnings, therefore optimal from an 

economic perspective. It is, however, essential to note that no economic result in a motor task can 

be achieved without an evaluation of the physical sphere (i.e. motor uncertainty).  

 

There is increasing support for the notion that human perception can be estimated according to 

Bayesian estimation processes (Körding & Wolpert, 2006). In order to be optimal at executing 

movements, the human brain must combine, and often disambiguate, the incoming stream of 

sensory information (Ernst & Bülthoff, 2004). In recent years, there has been a focus in the literature 

on how motor performance is affected by uncertainty in the visual input. Researchers have 

developed an increasing understanding of how sensory limitations and sensory uncertainty can 

shaped motor strategies (Knill & Maloney, 2007). Ernst & Banks (2002) showed how visual and 

haptic cues are integrated using a grasping task, where the sensory system compensates for task-

induced visual uncertainty, caused by binocular disparity. Cue integration appears to work according 

to a rule that minimizes variance. Related results were reported in similar studies using pointing 

tasks (Baddeley, Ingram, & Miall, 2003; Trommershäuser et al., 2003b). Near-optimal motor 

performance was observed in the presence of explicit utility (reward/penalty) under uncertainty. 

The idea that performance may be optimized in the presence of visuo-motor uncertainty is central to 

the study proposed here. In the earlier mentioned study, the visual information that the participants 

were presented with, was unbiased and therefore the complexity of the task revolved solely around 

accurate weighing of the gains and one’s own motor variability. 

Visual illusions induce perceptual errors and can be used to create visual uncertainty. The effects of 

a visual bias can be employed to challenge optimality, by observing how the integration of noisy 

sensory inputs affects the motor system.   The studies mentioned, have investigated this contention, 

but it hasnever been combined with a rapid-pointing task, within the Trommershäuser et al. (2003a) 

model. Investigating motor performance in the presence of illusions, will allow us to also tackle a 

longstanding debate within psychology, exploring the possible neurological dissociation between 

perceptual judgement and visuo-motor control.  Conscious perception is receptive to a number of 

size illusions (Schenk, Franz, & Bruno, 2011) that have been found not to affect movement control  

(Aglioti, S., DeSouza, J.F.X. & Goodale, M.A., 1995, Haffenden, A.M. & Goodale, M.A., 1998). It is 

assumed that two distinct representations of objects, associated with separate pathways, are 

formed in the brain. This is known as the perception-versus-action hypothesis, with the dorsal 



stream being concerned with guiding the manipulation of objects and the ventral stream performing 

computations aimed at recognizing properties of objects (Milner, A.D. & Goodale, M.A., 1995). The 

Ebbinghaus illusion has been used extensively in order to test this hypothesis. This illusion consists of 

a central circle surrounded by larger or smaller circles leading to the centre circle being perceived as 

being smaller or bigger, respectively. Because participants in the original studies (Aglioti, S. et al. 

1995, Haffenden, A.M. & Goodale, M.A., 1998) reported a strong visual bias that was not seen to 

affect grasping, these results were taken to support the action-perception dissociation hypothesis.  

Franz, Bülthoff, & Fahle (2003), however, have emphasized the fundamental discrepancies between 

the perceptual-judgement and grasping conditions in the original studies. They regarded the 

contrasting way the stimuli were presented as a fundamental methodological error. The Ebbinghaus 

display in the perception condition was present onscreen throughout the whole trials, while it would 

disappear in the motor grasping condition, rendering comparisons unfounded.  Franz et al. (2003) 

replicated the study with a tighter control of all stimuli images and modifying the stimuli 

presentation errors for both conditions. They found no difference between perceived size and 

visually guided movement. They concluded that the Ebbinghaus illusion does not provide evidence 

of the existence of separate pathways. Thus, it is becoming increasingly evident that a complete 

dissociation does not exist and that the motor system appears to be immune to illusions only under 

specific circumstances (Vishton, P.M., & Fabre., E. 2003). Furthermore, within cue-integration 

literature, many aspects of sensory signals are believed to be mapped onto motor outputs (Ernst & 

Bülthoff, 2004; Knill & Maloney, 2007);  yet another argument against the dissociation hypothesis. 

 

Our study aims to investigate rapid pointing movement performance, by adopting the 

Trommershäuser et al. (2003a, b) framework, in the presence of the Ebbinghaus illusion. Only a 

study by Donkelaar (1999) has previously employed a pointing task to investigate motor 

performance with the Ebbinghaus illusion. They investigated whether the illusion affected the speed 

accuracy trade-off and found a clear effect of the illusion on the motor performance. Their study 

rejected the dissociation hypothesis and positioned itself in line with the Franz et al (2000, 2003). 

The Donkelaar (1999) study, however, did not model the data within a Baysian framework in terms 

of optimal performance, and gains were also absent. We aim to build upon the existing literature, by 

adding visual uncertainty to the Trommershauser paradigm. This, in turn, will allow us to investigate 

whether the perception-versus-action hypothesis holds up, in such constrained settings.  A number 

of accounts (Caljouw, van der Kamp, & Savelsbergh, 2006; Glover, 2002) have given evidence to 

support that feed forward processes associated with pre-movement organization and planning are 



susceptible to illusions, while processes associated with on-line control are immune to visual context 

influences. Within appropriate conditions, and with sufficient information being afforded to the 

visuomotor system, it is assumed that perceptual errors linked to movement planning will be 

corrected during execution (Handlovsky et al., 2004). It is highly likely that the tight time constraints, 

applied to the execution phase in the current study, might render such on-line corrections too 

challenging to incorporate them into motor procedures. Due to the fact that, in contrast, 

participants will be allowed adequate time to perceive the visual context, we can assume that the 

experimental design will maximize the effect of the illusion.  

Combining two strands of literature, Bayesian optimality and cue-integration with the ventral and 

dorsal dissociation enquiry, constitutes a novel approach, advocated in recent years by Knill & 

Maloney (2007). Furthermore, incorporating the visual illusion into a visuo-motor gain task 

introduces feedback, in terms of penalties and rewards. Franz et al. (2000) did not give their subjects 

feedback, which may counteract possible illusion effects, whereas Trommershäuser et al. (2003 a,b) 

did not systematically vary uncertainty. By creating a Bayesian ideal observer, we will be able to 

investigate whether human performance in the presence of a visual bias, comes close to ideal. 

Trommershäuser et al. (2003a) believe their model to fail (i.e. human performance not being 

optimal) once the integration procedure becomes too difficult, or the stimuli employed is too 

complex. Wu, Delgado, & Maloney (2011) found this to be the case when the number and 

displacement of penalty circles, in relation to the target circle, was modified. We will therefore 

establish whether an experimentally induced visual bias leads to performance being maintained 

within the boundaries of the model. To summarize, we aim to assess whether perceptual 

judgements influence motor performance and whether cue integration in the presence of visual bias 

is optimal.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Methods 

1. Apparatus 

 

Participants were seated in a dimly lit room in front of a IIyama Prolite 1700 SB touchscreen, 33.5 cm 

wide and 33 cm high( 1.3 MegaPixel, 1280 X 1024 pixels @75 Hz).  A chin rest was placed at 49 cm 

from the middle of the touchscreen, to control for viewing distance, and fixed to the base of a table. 

The height remained fixed at 27 cm, controlling for viewing height. A computer keyboard was 

mounted on the table and centred with respect to the chinrest frame. The keyboard was placed 45 

cm from the screen (distance from spacebar to middle of screen). The experiment was run on an 

Apple Macintosh using the Psychtoolbox package in Matlab (2007b). 

 

2. Stimuli 

 

We used an adaptation of the original stimuli employed in the studies by Trommershaüser at al. 

(2003a, 2003b, 2005, 2006). This consisted of a solid green target circle and an unshaded penalty 

circle with a dashed red outline. These were displayed on a black background. The target and 

penalty circles always appeared simultaneously and next to each other, at a fixed displacement 

magnitude of 13.09 mm (50 pixels), corresponding to the radii of the circles. Stimuli were presented 

onscreen in 12 random-sequenced positions along the x-axis in the middle of the y-axis, therefore at 

a fixed height. The location of penalty circle position was alternated, so that it was presented to the 

left of the target area in 50% of the trials and to the right in the other 50% of the trials. This allowed 

us to control for handedness and particular motion trajectories. We consider the stimulus 

configuration described, made up of the target and penalty areas alone, as the No illusion condition 

(Control).  In order to create the visual bias flanker circles were arranged around the stimulus, giving 

rise to the Ebbinghaus illusion. The stimulus size remained constant throughout the study, while it 

was surrounded by respectively twelve smaller circles in the Small condition and six larger circles in 

the Large condition. Stimuli described are presented in Fig. 1. Three stimuli representations were 

therefore employed. The number, size and distance of the flankers from the target were precisely in 

Fig. 1.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Three stimuli representations were therefore employed. The number, size and distance of the 

flankers from the target were precisely chosen in order to maximize the effect of the illusion, 

Figure 2 Display of the experimental stimuli employed. The No flankers condition is displayed at the top, where only the target 
and penalty are present. The Small flankers condition is represented in the centre, where small flankers lead to the stimulus 
being perceived as larger than its actual dimension. The bottom image displays the Big condition, where large flankers induce 
the perception of a smaller target and penalty area. The flankers were designed with the same colour as the target circle. All 
images were symmetrical and the penalty shifted to the left of the target in 50% of the trials. The target circle only had 1 gain 
associated to it (reward 100) while the penalty circle had 3 gains (0, -100, -500 penalties). The overlap area had 3 gains 
associated to it consisting in the summation of the penalty and reward gains; therefore 100, 0, -400. Pointing out of the 
stimulus configuration (hitting flankers or background) results in a gain of 0. Hitting the screen too late results in a large loss of 
-700 points. 



following advice by (Roberts, Harris, & Yates, 2005). The penalty area was only given as a thin 

circumference, as compared to the solid red shaded circle used in the original studies, so as to have 

a minimal effect on the illusion, while at the same time clearly indicate a separate gain area from the 

target. Similarly, we omitted the small red circle in the centre of the penalty area present in the 

original Trommershaüser at al. (2003) stimuli to minimize all frames of reference that might weaken 

the illusion. A blue box of 114.2 mm X 80.6 mm appeared onscreen once the stimulus image has 

dissappeared, prompting the participant’s response. The box also shifted along the x-axis alone and 

indicated the area within which the stimulus had been present. 

 

 

3. Procedure 

 

Each individual trial began with the presentation of a fixation cross on a black background, on the 

touchscreen. The fixation cross appeared along the x-axis, at a constant central height. Its position 

acted as a location cue as to where the stimulus would subsequently be displayed.  The subject 

would then press the spacebar (and keep it pressed until cued) on the keyboard in front of them 

when ready to begin. After a short delay the stimulus (target and penalty) appeared onscreen in one 

of the 12 pre-established positions along the x-axis. These positions were sequenced randomly to 

control for pre-established movement strategies. The stimulus then disappeared, after a 700 ms 

interval. The blue box was displayed immediately after that, delimiting the area where the stimulus 

had been presented. The time –frame within which subject was required to touch the screen was set 

at 700 ms, as in the original studies(references). The subject was required to release the spacebar 

only once the blue box appeared and to use the same finger to touch the screen. This sequence of 

events is illustrated and described in Fig 2.  

 



 

Figure 3 Example of a single trial for the Control condition (no illusion), split into six stages 

 

Hitting the area where the target was presented resulted in 100 points being awarded and this was 

kept constant throughout the study. Hitting the penalty area resulted in a loss of either 0, -100 or -

500 points, depending the session. The penalty value therefore increased throughout the study. 

Hitting the intersection area between the target and the penalty resulted in both the reward and 

penalty being awarded (accordingly 100, 0 or -400 points). All pointing movements that fell outside 

the boundaries of the stimulus area (i.e. miss) resulted in a 0 point gain. All movements initiated 

before the blue box was presented were terminated and repeated within the same block. Pointing 

movements not finalized within the 700 ms time window were deemed too slow and resulted in a 

large “timeout” penalty of -700 points in order to motivate subjects to keep to the time limit. 

Participants received feedback, displayed onscreen, relating to all outcomes mentioned (hit, penalty, 

hit+penalty, miss, too fast and too slow). After the feedback, the points were added to the overall 

high score accumulated within block and the updated version was displayed. The current high score 

could be seen at all times at the bottom of the screen, through the trial.  

 

Each subject initially performed a 12 trial practice block to familiarize themselves with the task at 

hand. They then performed a 120 trial training block, where the stimulus was presented with no 



illusion (No flankers condition). The training block was followed by 4 blocks, within which Big, Small 

and No flankers conditions were intermixed, while the gains remained fixed. This represented the 

first session, where the penalty value was set to zero The second and third sessions for the -100 and 

-500 penalty conditions followed the exact same format; one training block without illusions and 

four experimental blocks, each containing 120 trials. Each of the three sessions lasted approximately 

1 hour and the entire study split over 3 days, within a maximum 1 week period. At the end of each of 

the 5 blocks, within each of the sessions, subjects were asked to indicate with a stylus where they 

were aiming for on the screen. A message onscreen was displayed, instructing subjects to indicate 

where they were aiming for in relation to the target. An image of the Control condition was 

displayed centrally onscreen and a dot indicated the position the subject specified with the stylus. 

The dot could be re-positioned in case the subject has made an error and wished to adjust the aim 

point position. The system recorded the indicated position confirmed by the participant through a 

key press. There were no time limits attached to this task. At the end of the last session an 

adjustment task was carried out, requiring the subject to make size comparisons between two 

presented circles, from memory. One of the 3 illusion conditions stimuli would rapidly flash on the 

right side of the screen, for 700 ms. Subjects were asked to match a solitary circle on the left side of 

the display, to the size of the target observed earlier on the right. In order to match the size, subjects 

used the directional buttons on the keyboard to increase or decrease the size of the circle by 1 pixel 

per press.  The solitary circle was presented without penalty area and its dimensions were randomly 

selected from a +20-20 pixel range (zero indicated a perfect match).  A total of 24 adjustment trials 

were conducted per subject. 

 

The study employed a 3X3 repeated measures design, with 3 illusion (Big, Small and No flankers) and 

3 penalty conditions (0, -100 and -500). A total of 1800 trials were run (discarding the initial 12 trial 

practice round) throughout 15 blocks. This added up to five 600 trial blocks per penalty condition. 

Big flankers and Small illusion conditions were only present in the experimental blocks, and not in 

the training, adding up to a total of 1440 trials. This gave us 480 trials per illusion condition overall, 

and 160 trials per illusion condition within each penalty.  

 

4. Subjects and Instructions 

 

Ten subjects took part in the experiment.  The participants (four male and six female) were right-

handed, with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Their age ranged from 22 to 27 years. All 

subjects gave their written consent to participate in the study and were paid for their participation. 



An information sheet given to each of the subjects clearly explaining what was required from them. 

All were unaware of the underlying motives behind the study. All depressed the spacebar and 

performed the pointing movements with their right index finger. Subjects were informed of the 

gains related to the specific regions of stimulus at the beginning of each session. They were 

instructed to maximize their gains. Subjects were informed that obtaining the overall highest score 

would result in 50% extra payment fee.  

 

5. Data Analysis. 

For each subject we recorded the coordinates of each invidivual movement end-point that hit the 

screen. As this was essentially a 2-D landscape this was done by obtaining the x and y coordinates of 

the points. Movement initiation (when the spacebar was released after stimulus presentation) and 

movement-end (time taken to hit screen once the spacebar was released) and points were also 

recorded. We discarded the initial 12 practice trials, the trials where movement was initiated before 

the blue box cue was displayed and those trials where subjects took longer than 700 ms to touch the 

screen. The training blocks were also omitted in the main analysis, investigating the effect of 

penalties and illusions. These were however used to obtain sigma (standard deviation of each 

participants’ pointing) in order to establish an optimal aiming point, according to the MEGaMOVE 

model. 

Target and Penalty coordinates. All coordinate values of the movement end-points were established 

relative to the centre of the target circle, which represented the zero x and y values in all trials. In so 

doing, all deviations from the target centre could be observed and computed with ease. We tested 

the overall shift along the x-axis for all participants relative to the various penalty conditions. We 

also computed this analysis for each participant, obtaining mean and median coordinates for each 

penalty condition and observing differences between these. Similarly, an analysis was conducted on 

x-coordinates across illusion conditions, all subjects (x-coordinate means per condition) and for each 

individual subject (all trials). How the illusion conditions were related to the penalty conditions was 

also investigated. 

Intended aiming-point. By obtaining the coordinates of an intended aim point at the end of each 

block we were able to average these, in order to locate 3 ideal aim-points per subject (one for each 

of the penalty conditions). An average of the x-coordinate values of the 4 intended aim-points was 

obtained for each penalty condition, for each subject. A group ANOVA was conducted on the values 

to test for possible differences in pointing performance. 



 

MEG predictions. Closely emulating Trommershaüser at al. (2003a & 2003b), we took the specific 

pointing distribution value (standard deviation) for subject RD, representing subjective motor noise. 

This was obtained by computing the SD of the aim-points (x-coordinate) throughout the 3 training 

blocks where there were no illusions. This way it was assumed that the SD represented a “pure” 

value for the pointing spread, in relation to the stimulus. Combining this value with the x and y 

coordinates means per penalty condition, along with the specific gain probability at hand (the fixed 

target value and the given penalty value) it was possible to predict the maximum expected gain 

(MEG) end point (see equations 4-5-6 in Trommershaüser at al. (2003a.) and numerical integration 

method in Press et al. (1992) for calculus steps). Once the computation in Matlab was completed, 

making use of the quad2 toolbox, both a graphical representation of specific subject gain 

probabilities per penalty condition were represented, along with the optimal point coordinates. The 

optimal point represents the point in the 2-D space where the subject is expected to maximize gain, 

based on subjective SD values.  We then use this optimal point to observe the distance between 

actual aim-points and the optimal points (observing the shift along the x-axis). 

 

Perception and Stimuli Strength. The Adjustment task allowed us to see whether subjects’ 

perception was sufficiently deceived by the illusion, in order to make inferences about the visual bias 

influencing pointing.  A One-Way-ANOVA was performed to establish if there was a difference 

between the size-adjustments for each of the illusion conditions (8 comparisons per illusion 

condition).  

Direction Bias. We tested whether any systematic differences may have been influenced by the 

target being presented on the left and right side. The sign of the x-values was changed for the 180 

penalty rotation condition (penalty of left side of target), to make the two rotation conditions 

comparable. The data was collapsed for all illusion and penalty conditions. A paired samples t-test 

allowed us to observe motor performance symmetry.  The points earned, for each penalty location, 

were also analyzed using the same method to observe gain symmetry. The above analyses were 

conducted for all subjects together and in a single subject-analysis (using single trial x-coordinate 

values to test for a directional bias in the pointing and points earned per trial to test for a directional 

bias in the earnings).  

 

 



Results 

Effect of penalty and displacement.       The value attributed to the penalty circle was seen to 

influence pointing movements, replicating the patterns of performance documented by 

Trommershaüser at al. (2003a & 2003b). An ANOVA confirmed a significant difference in landing-

points, between penalty conditions, for the overall subject sample (F(2, 18) = 39.460, p<.0005, 

partial eta^2=.81, power=1.000). The results indicate that pointing movements were affected 

differently in the various penalty conditions. As the focus was placed on investigating the shift 

caused by the gains being modified only the x-coordinates were considered in the analysis. The 

average displacement from the centre of the target circle(x=0), was -9.03 px for the penalty 0, -17.73 

px when the penalty was -100 and -25.93 px for penalty -500. The estimated marginal means test 

using the Bonferroni correction showed a significant difference between all penalty conditions, all 

with the significance level/alpha <.005. Confidence interval levels are between 4.7 and 12.69 for the 

difference between penalty 0 and -100, between 11.54 and 22.27 for the difference between 

penalty 0 and -500, and between 4.92 and 11.49 for the difference between penalty -100 and -500. 

Single subject analysis led to the same results being found for each of the 10 subjects (p<.0001 for all 

subjects). A similar displacement pattern from the target centre was observed for all subjects, with 

the -500 penalty condition leading to the largest shift. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Average x-axis displacement for penalty condition 0, -100, and -500 for all subjects, collapsing illusion conditions 

(4800 trials in total per condition). 

 



Effect of Illusion.         There was a significant main effect for pointing across illusion conditions in the 

group analysis (F(2, 18) = 4.816, p<.05 partial eta^2=.349, power= .725). Estimating marginal means 

employing the Bonferroni adjustment the difference was found between the Big flankers condition (-

16.78 mean, Std. Error 1.41) and the Small Flankers condition (-18.19 mean, Std. Error 1.31), p<.05 

and confidence interval difference between .41 and 2.41. No significant difference was detected in 

relation to the No flankers condition. The results confirmed that in the Small Flankers condition the 

target appeared to be larger than its actual size and lead to subject shifting further along the  

 

 

Fig. 5. Average x-axis displacement in the Big flankers condition and Small flankers condition for all subjects, collapsing all 

penalty conditions (4800 trials in total per condition).  

 

x-axis, making use of the additional  perceived target area, as shown in Fig. 3. In the Big flankers 

condition the target appeared smaller in size, leading to a more conservative pattern of movements, 

closer to the target centre.  

The Ebbinghaus illusion significantly influenced pointing movements in 4 out of 10 subjects. There 

are big differences in patterns of performance between subjects in the illusion conditions. No 

significant difference of illusion effect was seen for KJ, LS, NB and SJ, while the remaining 6 subjects 

displayed effects of the illusion in their patterns of performance (please refer to Table 1 in 

Appendix). Subjects AP, JH and MH all show a large shift in the Control conditions and represent 3 of 

the 4 subjects that reported significant differences effect for the illusion conditions. Subjects JH, JM, 



AP and RD all display moderate differences in penalty conditions 0 and -100, and these largely level 

out with the change in gains in the -500 penalty condition. The illusion conditions did not have a 

significant effect for subject AG: F (2, 318) = .494,  p> .611. AG aims conservatively for the Small 

Flankers condition in the first session, and then performs increasingly in line with our predictions in 

the subsequent 2 sessions; penalties -100 and -500 (please refer to Table 1. in appendix).  There was 

a significant effect of the illusion conditions on subject RD’s pointing: F (2, 318) = 6.915, p= .001, 

partial eta^2= .042. RD was chosen as a a subject representative of the sample group as his overall 

means in illusion conditions were reflecting the group means per condition.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.  Plotted aim-point coordinates for  the 

Illusion conditions (Big Flankers and Small 

Flankers) in each of the penalty condition, for 

subject RD representative of the sample 

(difference between overall means of subject  RD 

in the means for illusion conditions <1 px 

difference between illusion means for subject RD 

and means for all subjects averaged throughout 

penalties). A total of 160 points per illusion 

condition are represented in each graph. Mean 

coordinates are -11.63, 1.45 (SD 20.31), for the 

Big Flankers condition, and -14.19, -2.76 (SD 

20.57) for the Small Flankers condition, for 

penalty value of 0. Mean coordinates are -15.09, -1.23 (SD 14.17), for the Big Flankers condition, and -18.07, -3.1 (SD 12.52) for the Small 

Flankers condition, for penalty value -100. In the 500 penalty condition mean coordinates for the Big Flankers condition are -23.07, -9.7 

(SD 12.08), and -22.25, -8.69 for the Small Flankers condition.  

 

 

 

 

 



Subject RD’s aim points were spread beyond the boundaries of the target circle in the penalty 0 

condition, landing on the penalty circle twice and numerous times on the intersection area. The 

difference in movement end-points between Big and Small illusion conditions and the changes in 

variance can be observed in Fig. 6. Two trends can be observed: the subject becomes increasingly 

accurate tightening the spread of aim-points around the mean (for x-coordinate values), and the 

visual bias induced by in the Small Flankers condition no longer respects the experimental prediction 

in the -500 penalty condition. Furthermore, there was no significant effect on the distribution of 

aim-points (standard deviation group ANOVA) between illusions, F (2, 18) = .740, p >.05, partial 

eta^2= .033. This shows that the illusion conditions did not differ in the way they affected the spread 

of pointing. The findings can also be observed in Fig. 6., with the pointing spread appearing identical 

between illusion conditions.  We tested for possible interactions between the penalty and illusion 

conditions and found no significant effect, F(4, 36,) = .583, p= .0583, partial eta^2= .65.  

Adjustment task.     A planned comparisons test was carried out on the data from the Adjustment 

task. There was a significant effect of the illusions on the size-comparisons in the group analysis, 

F(1.82, 144.19) = 55.03, p < .0001, partial eta^2= .411. The findings indicate that the Big flankers 

condition led to the target appearing smaller, median 9.5 px, while the Small flankers condition 

induced the opposite effect, median 3.0 px (see Fig. 5. below).  

 

 

Fig. 7. Displaying the difference in size adjustments made by participants in the different illusion conditions. Positive values indicate 

overestimating the stimulus size, while the lower values indicate the opposite. 

 



There were significant differences between the illusion conditions (p<.0001, adjusted for multiple 

comparisons employing the Bonferroni post-hoc test) in the group analysis.  

 

 

Direction Bias.     The penalty positions - right and left side of target area, affected pointing 

movements differently.  When the penalty was presented to the right of the target there was a 

smaller shift along the x-axis than when the penalty was displaced to the left. The mean difference 

between the 2 conditions was -5.2 px (mean for right condition -14.97 px, mean for left condition -

20.17 px) and the 95% confidence interval for the estimated population mean difference was 

between 4.49 and 5.92. The effect size was small (d = 0.23). A paired t-test showed that the 

difference between conditions was significant (t = 14.28, df = 7199,  p < .0001, two-tailed). An 

unplanned paired t-test was carried out on the gains in relation to the penalty position to investigate 

whether possible variations in motor strategies would be related to score differences. The test 

showed no significant difference between points being earned in the 2 penalty positions (t = -1.05, 

df = 6893, p >.292, two-tailed). In the single subject analysis, performed in the same manner as 

described above, all except one subject (JM) displayed a significant difference between penalty 

locations in respect to pointing (p<.05). No subjects showed a significant difference between the 

points earned in the penalty positions (p>.05). 

Intended Aim Point.    There was a significant difference between mean intended aim points for the 

different penalty conditions, F(1.21, 18) = 8.655, p < .05, partial eta^2= .490. Comparing the 

intended aim-points to the actual mean points (means per penalty condition) employing a paired t-

test we found no significant differences; intended aim-points with actual points for the 0 penalty 

condition, t=-.936, df = 9, p=.374,  the comparison for the -100 penalty condition, t=-1.834, df=9, 

p=.1, and the comparison for the -500 penalty condition, t=-.444, df=9, p=.667 (all two-tailed). 

We observed patterns of performance for subject KJ (Fig. 6 below).  



 

 

 

Fig. 8. Graph display for subject KJ examining the 4 experimental blocks per penalty conditions 0, 100, and 500 (omiting the training 

blocks). Each image displays data from 480 trials, reporting the value of the x coordiante on the y-axis, colour-coded per block. A black 

horizontal line displays the subject’s Intended point (average x-value of the 4 points per penalty condition, indicated with the stylus). The 

average x-displacement for each block is represented by a horizonal line of the same colour as the respective ploted points. 

 



MEGaMOVE predictions. Based on the computations mentioned, subject RD’s mean coordinates and 

SD were modelled for the illusion and penalty conditions in relation to the gains, resulting in optimal 

x y coordinates being estimated (in terms of gains). The standard deviation value employed was 

17.06. Using RD’s total means per penalty condition we created a probability landscape of expected 

gain (Fig. 7). We then subdivided penalty conditions into illusion conditions, focusing on the Big and 

Small condition and omitting the Control.  

In the 0 penalty 

condition RD’s pointing mean for in the Big 

flankers condition was -11.63 and -14.19 for 

the Small flankers condition. The optimal 

point for RD in this gain setting given RD’s 

SD was predicted to be 2.04, 1.22 (x y), 

leading to a maximum estimated gain of 

98.58 points per trail. The distance from the 

optimal point in the illusion conditions was 

13.67 and 16.23 (Big – Small). There was 

therefore a difference of 2.56 px (shift along 

the x-axis) between when the target 

appeared smaller and when it appeared 

bigger. For the -100 penalty condition 

means for illusion conditions were -15.09 

and -18.07 (Big – Small). The optimal point 

for RD given the gains, differed between 

illusion conditions and was -23.5, 1.22, and 

-22, 1.22 (respectively Big and Small). The 

subject deviated from these values 

respectively by -8.38 and -4.04 (along the x-

axis). Maximum estimated gain for the 

optimal points was 83.86 and 84.08 (Big – 

Small). In the -500 penalty condition the 

optimal point was -32.2, 0.5 for both  

Fig. 9. Expected gain, in points per trial, as a function of the x y coordinates  

(means) for each of the 3 penalty conditions. The distribution is truncated  

at -100 value for display purposes. 



illusions. Pointing means were -23.07 and -25.34 (Big – Small), with a respective difference from the 

optimal point of -9.09 and -9.91, in the x dimension.  For the optimal point RD’s expected gain was 

68.72.  

When the target, in the 0 penalty condition, appeared to the subject to be larger than its actual size, 

on average RD’s pattern of pointing was closer to the edge of the optimal area. This mean landing 

point was further from the optimal point than when the target appeared smaller (see Fig.8). In case 

of the the big flankers condition RD seems to have been induced to direct pointing movements 

closer to the centre, due to subjective perception of there being less surface to aim for.  Thus, the 

subject’s movement end-points become closer to the maximum gain area. The subject therefore has 

a flatter (larger) gain probabilty associated to motor movement than in the Small flanker condition, 

as illustrated in Fig. 9. In the -100 penalty condition RD displays a conservative pointing style when 

the target appears smaller (Big flankers condition) which brings the subject’s pointing mean further 

from the optimal centre and closer to the border of the optimal area. In the -500 penalty condition 

the mean points for both illusion conditions almost overlap. A paired samples t-test found no 

significant difference between actual x-values (means) and optiamal x-values, collapsing all 

conditions (t = -.431, df = 8, p= .678). The effect size was seen to be very small (d=0.18). 

 



 

 

Fig. 10. Contour plots displaying the target and penalty stimulus with colour-coded gain areas of specific dimension for subject RD. The 

contour regions are coded in the same way as the landscape probability plot. Means are displayed for the Big and Small flanker conditions. 



  

 

Fig. 11. A small observable difference in the probability landscape for subject RD, in the 0 penalty condition, between the Big flankers 

condition (top) and the Small flankers condition (bottom).  



Discussion 

We present a study based on the statistical decision theory which allows movements and 

gains to be combined, both conceptually and practically. We built upon the existing 

literature by selecting a movement planning model proposed by Trommershaüser at al. 

(2003a), and modified the stimuli from the original study in order to create what is known as the 

Ebbinghaus illusion. In doing so we addressed the perception versus action debate, and observed 

whether performance patterns are optimal in the presence of a visual bias, in a rapid pointing task.  

 

In our study we attempted to tackle the long standing contention in psychology regarding whether 

or not sensory perception affects the motor system. Our results are in favour of a shared 

representation and against the dissociation hypothesis. We found that the Ebbinghaus illusion does 

affect the pointing performance. Despite the centre target being of the same size in all three illusion 

conditions, subjects shifted along the x-axis, to different extents, across the conditions.  We tested 

the strength of our stimuli in the Adjustment task and found the illusion to clearly affect perception, 

in line with our expectations. From the size-comparisons it emerged that, the Big, Small and No 

flankers conditions lead to the target being perceived as smaller, larger and roughly the same, 

respectively. The certainty of the perceptual effect working for the displays helps to paint a clearer 

picture. We observed that over approximately 1800 trials a greater shift, from the centre of the 

target circle, was performed when the target was thought of as being bigger, than when it appeared 

to be smaller. This suggests that subjects chose to use the additional space that they subjectively 

perceived, resulting in the landing points being displaced further from the target centre. On the 

other hand, when the target was perceived as being smaller, a more cautious pattern of movements 

was observed. Assuming to have less surface area to point at, subjects directed their pointing to the 

target centre, to a greater extent.  These results clearly stand in contrary to Milner et al. (1995) 

dissociation hypothesis, advocating that two separate pathways (ventral and dorsal) are associated 

with distinct object representations, feature-based and action-based, respectively, used by the 

motor system.  

 

Results from the single-subject analysis, however, suggest that the inferences should be made with 

caution, as it was 4 out of 10 subjects that displayed pointing patterns greatly affected by the 

illusion, while others were a lot less influenced. This finding opens up to a more complex scenario. 

Firstly, the 2 top-scoring subjects, who later verbally reported that they were enthusiastic and trying 



their hardest, each one fiercely competitive with regards to other participants, showed a significant 

effect for the illusion. Vishton et al. (2003) reported that task difficulty and attention play an 

important role in the perceptual illusion affecting the motor domain. The authors conclude from 

their study that the visuomotor processes seem to recruit illusion-susceptible representations only 

when the task is challenging. It is likely that the competitiveness aspect that united the 2 subjects 

mentioned, added additional attention pressure on the task on their perceptuo-motor systems. It 

remains to be seen whether it was in fact the added cognitive strain, driven by concentrating on the 

gains, that was related to the illusion affecting the pointing movements. Secondly, the illusions 

seemed to have a varying effect according to the penalty conditions. A trend was observed where 

pointing differed between the illusion conditions more for the 0 and -100 penalty conditions but to a 

lesser degree for the -500 condition (an example of this can be observed in RD’s performance in Fig. 

6). It is possible, that due to the nature of the task, devised within the Trommershaüser at al. 

(2003a) paradigm, the perceptual illusion was relatively free to manifest itself in the low penalty 

conditions. The penalty becoming very large may have overpowered any effect the illusion maight 

have had on pointing movements. Lastly, Franz et al. (2000, 2001 & 2003) advocate employing a 

minimum 800-850 ms presentation time, for the Ebbinghaus illusion to affect perception, allowing 

the sensory system the time to process all of the display features in a holistic fashion.  In our study 

this time was reduced to 700 ms, in line with the Trommershaüser at al. (2003a, b, 2006) studies. 

Despite the presentation-time discrepancies we have still observed perception having an effect on 

the motor system, considering that the time required to process the pictorial features of the 

Ebbinghaus illusion display may have been shorter than previously suggested. These findings lead us 

to be more likely to concur with Franz et al (2000, 2001 & 2003). However, as is the case for most 

exciting debates concerning complex high level processing, this one cannot be merely resolved with 

a “yes” or “no” answer favouring either position. The display features and the nature of the specific 

task at hand play a crucial role in rendering the motor system susceptible or immune to the 

perceptual effects of the illusion. Adding to that, we have seen that subjective factors and individual 

differences, such as competitiveness and attention to the gains, play an important role in the visual 

perception and its deceptive effect on the pointing movements. While observing patterns of 

pointing movements being affected by an illusory display we recognize that this is not a one-sided 

argument and all aspects must carefully be taken into account. Using  the Trommershaüser at al. 

(2003a) model, and the optimal performance theory in the presence of systematically modified gains 

and visual biases we replicated the findings form the original studies (Trommershaüser at al. 2003a, 

b, 2006). Our results present how subjects shifted increasingly along the x-axis, further from the 

centre of the target area, equating to point 0,0 (x y), in relation to the increasing penalty values. All 



subjects aimed their movements closer to the centre point when the penalty gains were 0 and 

displayed a consistent shift in direction to the circle edge, away from the penalty area, when 

potential losses became -100 and -500, in sequence. Within this last penalty condition, all subjects 

preferred to occasionally miss the target rather than incur in a large financial loss. 

Within the paradigm, each aiming-point coordinates relate to a subject’s representations of gain 

evaluation and motor noise. Maloney et al. (2009) explain that when subjects become motor experts 

in a given task containing a decision-making element, in terms of goals, then changing the value of 

the goals results in the performance being maintained at the same level. It would appear that the 

concept, labelled Bayesian transference, has a base in human motor performance, managing to 

account for pointing behaviours exhibited in our study. If the subjects were to perform according to 

a simple reinforcement-learning rule, we would expect large numbers of errors when the gains 

change. Subjects would be searching for an optimal strategy, among an array of possible strategies, 

and when detecting one that leads to maximizing of the gains they would adopt it. This new gain-

maximizing strategy would hold until the gains change. It is possible that, by chance, a subject would 

instantly find a strategy that maximizes gains, leading to more points being earned from the very 

beginning of a new gain condition. Thus more points being earned, than it would occur in the 

Bayesian transference scenario. However, it would not be possible to observe this pattern of 

performance across numerous gain changing blocks, as was the case for the subjects in our study. 

Trommershaüser at al. (2003a) report that subjects hit the large penalty area extremely rarely in 

their study, at a rate of <1 per 100 trials. We replicated this finding, encountering the exact penalty 

hit ratio the authors documented (see Fig. 6). This seems to suggest that observers, who have 

learned how to perform the pointing task effectively, manage to transfer the experience of their 

own visuomotor error to the novel gain conditions.   

By observing KJ’s performance on a block to block basis we obtained a clearer understanding of 

when and where the subject began to couple their actual performance with their intended 

performance. The subject’s motor performance was extremely close to their intentions throughout 

all blocks in the 0 penalty condition. In the -100 penalty condition they began the session performing 

closely to their intended point and finished relatively far from this point. In the last session for the -

500 penalty condition, the same performance pattern was observed as in the -100 condition, but the 

subject maintained their performance closer to their intended aim-point.    

 



We created an ideal Bayesian observer for subject RD, according to the MEGaMOVE model 

specifications, set by Trommershaüser at al. (2003a) and embedded in Bayesian decision theory. By 

computing RD’s motor error, as a fixed value derived from his performance throughout the study, 

and the gains at hand, we have observed the effect the visual bias had on performance. Trough 

estimating a point in space (2-D in this case) associated with the probability of maximizing gain, 

according to the specific mean values entered (an average of the points in a given condition) we 

were able to benchmark RD’s performance with that of his ideal counterpart. We observed that the 

visual bias affected the mean points for the illusion conditions differently, in relation to the optimal 

point. This was to be expected, as the subject was found to perform differently according to the 

illusion condition. Despite small observable differences between illusion conditions RD’s 

performance was did not differ from that of the Bayesian Ideal observer. The subject therefore 

managed to come close to maximizing gains despite being affected by the Ebbinghaus illusion. The 

noise issue related to visual sensory information was resolved by merging the visual sensory input 

with the haptic cue-information, documented by Ernst et al. (2002, 2004) and solved ambiguities by 

limiting the variance derived from the visual domain. This essentially constitutes a switch of the 

reliance upon a cue that is seen to be giving misleading information throughout trials. Within this 

multi-sensory setting the feedback given on a trial to trial basis leads to an evaluation and the 

disambiguation mentioned. In a recent study (Serwe, Körding, & Trommershäuser, 2011), subjects 

came close to the optimal performance in a visual haptic task, where they relied on many different 

types of feedback displays to disambiguate the confounding sensory information. The authors found 

that, regardless of the type of feedback offered and its relative complexity, subjects used it optimally 

in order to adapt to the task demands. Our results are in line with this sensory resolution approach.  

 

It is evident that this novel line of research is at the embryonic stage. A number of issues in the 

current study should be addressed in order to allow scientific progression. Due to the amount of 

time and resources we did all planned a priori comparisons on 1 subject, RD. Testing 

different groups and a division of the topics covered into a multitude of experiments would 

benefit the enquiry, and avoid decreasing power through an abundance of comparisons. 

To gain a clearer understanding of both, the effect of the illusion on the motor system, and, 

how optimal performance is achieved the Y-axis should have been considered. While 

controlling for handedness in the best possible way by displacing the penalty circle to the 

left and right of the target equally, a strong difference was observed between the 2 

conditions, in terms of pointing coordinates. This is probably due to the chin-rest metal 



frame impacting upon motion trajectories generated from the right of the screen. This issue 

will have to be resolved in the future so as to have unchallenged trajectories. This would 

have rendered many comparisons more difficult to analyse but would have greatly 

benefited precision. Furthermore, all subjects were psychology students from the University 

of Glasgow. It is highly likely that they were not naïve to the Ebbinghaus illusion display and 

how it affects judgements. Future studies should address these issues and analyse how 

optimal performance is achieved, looking at the differences the various penalty values have 

on performance in relation to the illusions. 
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APPENDIX 

 

Data from 6 subjects displaying the mean x-coordinates per illusion condition, divided among penalty values 0, -100 and -500.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Appendix 

 

 

 

Intended 

Point ( 

) 

Actual 

Point 

( ) 

Difference St.Dev 

 

AG 

Penalty 0 -27 -10.9 16.1 22.79 

Penalty 

100 -24 

-17.68 

6.32 20.07 

Penalty 

500 -24 

-20.43 

3.57 16.45 

 

AP 

Penalty 0 -3 -0.625 2.375 24.81 

Penalty 

100 -10 

-12.32 

2.32 22.63 

Penalty 

500 -30 

-22.23 

7.77 16.23 

 

JH 

Penalty 0 -19 -16.1 2.9 16.59 

Penalty 

100 -20 

-21.97 

1.97 

14.24 

Penalty 

500 -19 

-20.43 

1.43 

12.04 

 

JM 

Penalty 0 -6 -7.19 1.19 24.15 

Penalty 

100 -35 

-21.36 

13.64 

20.16 

Penalty 

500 -41 

-24.67 

16.33 

12.83 

 

KJ 

Penalty 0 -19 -15.93 3.07 30.92 

Penalty 

100 -33 

-21.69 

11.31 

22.38 

Penalty 

500 -36 

-32.39 

3.61 

20.86 

 

LS 

Penalty 0 12 2.9 9.1 28.72 

Penalty 

100 -19 

-11.13 

7.87 

22.57 

Penalty 

500 -35 

-29.05 

5.95 

22.05 

 

MH 

Penalty 0 -2 1.63 3.63 23.87 

Penalty 

100 -22 

-17.04 

4.96 

17.80 

Penalty 

500 -23 

-23.92 

0.92 

18.56 

 

NB 

Penalty 0 -17 -18.85 1.85 24.20 

Penalty 

100 -18 

-20.13 

2.13 

33.73 

Penalty -20 -31.17 11.17 25.35 



500 

RD 

Penalty 0 -23 -14.03 8.97 20.94 

Penalty 

100 -29 

-17.61 

11.39 

13.81 

Penalty 

500 -30 

-23.55 

6.45 

12.10 

 

SJ 

Penalty 0 -7 -11.23 4.23 21.56 

Penalty 

100 -9 

-16.39 

7.39 

19.45 

Penalty 

500 -14 

-25.84 

11.84 

12.41 

 

Table.   .Descriptive Statistics reporting x-position of the intended aim point averaged per penalty condition, the average position of the 

actual aim-points, the difference between these values and standard deviation of the actual aim-points. 
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